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Introduction

The phenomenon of "quantized" oscillaticin excitation will be
analyzed on the basis of a general model - a pendulum under the action of external
HF periodic force, nonlinear as regards the pendulum coordinates.

The fundamental problem of pendulum investigation, the analytical study of
which goes back to Huygens [1, 2], is isomorphic to a variety of physical phenomena,
particularly such as radio-frequency driven Josephson junction and charge-density
wave transport [3, 4]: This correspondence, recognized over a qu4rter of a century
ago has led to various studies of phenomena related to the Josephson effect by
means of mechanical analogs. The different types of steady-states, or attractors, of
the driven pendulum and ofrf-driven Josephsonjunction and the ranges ofcontrol
parameters for which they occur have been studied extensively in numerical and an-
alog simulations.

The pendulum.is a well-known phenomenon intensively studied for over 300
years. At present, the pendulum is quite rightly considered to be one of the most gen-
eral models in nonlinear dynamics [5-8]. Biased, we could say that any phenomenon

' that can be observed in the pendulum is of considerable geherality. In systems of the
"pendulum type" phenomena like "resonance","frequency pulling, synchronization
and stabilization", etc. have been discovered. In the early 50-ies N. N. Bogolyubov
and P. L. Kapitza discovered the possibility for stabilization of the upper instable
equilibriur-n pendulum point using weak high-frequency modulation applied to the
point of suspension - a phenomenon that is applied for example in heated plasma
stabilization in experiments for termonuclear reaction utilization [5, 9]. It is not a
mere coinsidence that the quantum-mechanic radio-frequency driven Josephson
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junction discovered recently, as well as the charge-density wave transport process are
completely.analo-gous to the pendulum with its strong sinusoidal nonlin-earity. The
inexhaustibility of the pendulum as a general model isiorroborate once againby the
prese-nted herewith phenomenon of continuous oscillation excitation with an ampli-
tude belonging to a discrete value set of possible stable amplitudes. We believe that
the general problem of excitation of oscillations in differeni systems under an inho-
mogeneo t s action of a nonlinear external force (nonlinear with respect to the coor-
dinate of the excited system) should be most beneficially analyzedon the example of
the pendulum.

Principle is stated for modulation-parametria interactions as reversible process-
es, representing fundamental issue of effective control of electric systems equivalent
impedances U0, 111. Heuristic viewpoint of the principle understinding and appli-
cation is presented, analysing the effect of unifrequency non-degeneratiie para-met-
ric r.e-gener-ation [ 0, I l] and - herewith - the phenomenon of excitation 6f '.quan-
tized" oscillations.

Energy parametric input, transformation and transmission is described as a rule
with,reactive parameter variation. Such processes are charaaterized by generation
and interconversion of combination frequencies. Two opposite ln chaiaEter yet si-
multaneous in manifestation processes take part - thitof combin'ation frequency'
generation accompanied by input signal - parametric element interaction pnO ttrai
of "r6verse" combination frequencies conversion with the same parametric element.
Thus is determined systern_reaction to input signal or signals with other combination
frequencies and system influence as either regenerative or degenerative"

Within this context is formulated the principle of modufation-parametric re-
versible interactions, connected with mutually reversible transformation and mixing
of signals in the presence of parametric elements. Variation of equivalent (effective)
impedance parameters accompanies the process.

Analysing those simultaneous inseparable signal frequency transformation pro-
cesses, analytical differentation into "forward" and "back" sub-processes is made.
First s(age ofanalysis represents equation set, referring to "forward" signal transfor-
mation and combination spectrum generation. Second analysis stage includes equa-
tion solltion and gives system reactibn in presence of combination components as
result of "back" transformation.

The paper presents a picture of the internal formation of oscillations in the pen-
dulum system and the mechanism of a modulation-parametric energy input channel
for their maintenance.

Analysis of the pendulum oscillations
under inhornogeneous externai driving
in the proximity of small amplitudes:
proof for the presence
of a modulation-parametric channel
for input of energy into
the oscillation process

The inhomogeneous driving of an external high-frequency
source 

_o_f 
power supply causes a characteristic mixing of its frequency 1or its spec-

trum of frequencies) with the frequency of the oscillati,ons of the excited iystem. The
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characteristic argument of the system is an adaptively adjusted phase that provides a
most favourable, from energetic point of view, inter4ction between the driven pen-
dulum and the high-frequency source of power supply. In the language of frequen-
cy, the process of nonlinear interaction of the pendulum with a high-frequency ex-
ternal source is expresSbd by generating an infinite spectrum of combination fre-
quencies. At that, the adaptive automatic adjustment to a most favourable phase is
the necessary condition of such mixing of the two oscillation processes, at which
spectral components with a frequency close to the equivalent resonance frequency
of the pendulum appear. Those spectral components maintain the pendulum oscil-
lations constant and steady and the phase conditions ofexcitation ofond or another
amplitude of oscillation have a discrete nature and differ at the respective initial con-
ditions (initial kinematic parameters of the pendulum).

The analysis is carried out on the basis of the following equation describing the ,.
pendulum oscillations under the effect of an external periodic force, nonlinear along
the coordinates:

(l) i+2p*+ coj sinx: e (x)Fsinve

where x - angle of deviation of the pendulum from the vertical, rrro - frequency of

the small natural oscillations, zpi + a'?osinx - function accounting for the friction
and the unharmonicity of the oscillations, ,F>0 - amplitude of the external forcg
with high frequency v))cDo, e(x) - function determining the position of the force in
space.

The solution of Eq. (l) is presented in the form

(2') x-xo*I',,

where Xo corresponds to the rnain oscillations of the pendulum, I", - sum of

combination components generated at the effect of the external forc! of the pendu-
lum.

By substitut ing (2) into (l ) and bearing in mind that I x, is small as compared
to Xn, we may write down: n-- Equation about the main oscillations

Xo+2BXo+rolsind *[';*'4T*]",
(3)

=['(4)rsinurl- .l$fx,rsinur.l ;L\ u/' rxo | fu a' Jro

- Equation about any /-th combination component out of the possible n-set

*,+28*,*[r;"*",I*,](4) 
=[,(x,)r,in"4:[g"{..'to,^',1,
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. -The 
subscri-pts "xo".and "r'in (3) and (4) mean that only the components with

ll: li:gLtl.l of tlr.e m"ain oscillationi or the borresponding combination f.eq,ieo"y
are selected liom the respective members of the Equations.
(5)

(6)

(10)

(1 1)

(r2)

where
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Xo = acos(col+go)= 4cos0,

I", = Iq ".r[(" 
+ na,)r+ e,]

y and phase of the main oscillation of the
, frequency and phase of the n -th combi-
to the resonance frequency of the small

represented in a different way, such as

, \ ftatlxl<a
\, "l e(x)= 

{o ut;4, a

(7 b, c)

where d<<l and d<<a.At conditions (5) we use the expansion of the functions (7) in
Fourier series:

"(Xr)= 
e(acose) = ao*2Zor,cos2n1,

adx^\ ac(a cos e) -a
'' "' =2Lb'^sin2mo'

, fu dx '^=,

^ The fglpwi^ng expressions are obtained for the coefficients in (8) and (9) for the
function of the form of (7 a):

o o = ?, ar, = L sin2ftL o, br^ =' "in..'T.0 0., 0o = urccosl.- fi -" \ fin u' zm fio sinO^ a

*2 ftl. (n \l- ----T

"@)= " 
,0. , e(x) = ];Lt. "*[;rJ at lxl< d

| 0 utl4,d

(8)

(e)

, Substituting (5),.(6).and (8), (9) into (3) we obtain the shprtened equations of
establishing the amplitude_c and phase go'oithe pendulum oscillations accounting
for an infinite spectrum of combination fr"equency:

Gr.a -Ba*J-:-(a.' 2a 2,r, \ "-'
-a"*,)cosNgo,

<;^=-t'-6i *o'*' ' \
2a 2aa ;\ar-, + aru)sin Nqo



fsin,
4-"1*, (qo -a,-"t.r,"{X (e,

..;; -;_/{X (oor2k<po'*.}

X (<oor2kctn* t.tl

-'t-,' *l-; :'' { ;i (o o + z*'p o* r. t 
. .; :'. { :; (* o + z*'t o* *. }

..:,;;l'{;i ('oo t2nxto**')} -.:;;i {X (oo+z'^oo*''t]'
:

' u(")
,I - Bessel function of the hrst order, ,i3 = .i + - change of the resonanie fre-

quency of the synchronous osciilations with the change of their amplitude, N: A -
multiplicity of the frequency division in the system, I 

* - means that any t"rJ of
the sum consists of two addends - for the upper and lower sign of n, respectively.

In the regime of stationary oscillations a:0 and go-0. By denoting

o G, G) - ,'-a1
6o = 29jr, \r=*,\r=*,\=-#,from (11) and (12) we obtain expres-

o0 60o @04 o0

sions for the amplitude and phase of the stationary oscillations of the pendulum:

rm[(r4) ":F1',,11 
1l.l+l | ,

| 
"U\o"-t-ott*r) \.o"-,*o*u) |\/

9o = larctg

A complex spectrum of frequencies is generated in the system, induced by the
strongly inhomogeneous effect of the external force. At that, as a result of the revers:
ibility of the modulation-parametric interactions (see [0-12]) the combination com-
ponents perform input of energy both in the main oscillations of the pendulum and
in the oscillations of any combination components of that spectrwn. In this way,
maintaining the stationary osoillations in the system is an integral effect of summing
up the actions produced and mediated by pn inflrnite spectrum of combination com-
ponents. Since the excitation of the components as a result of the ac'tion of an exter-

(t s)
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nal high-frequency sourc under consideration
is marked by strong pha yclic accelerators in
wich phase selection and "equilibrium" parti-
cles, a substantial meaning hbve those combirtation componentsx, (see (6) and (12)),
the phase g of which has the most appropriate value from the pbint of view of the
optimum input of energr in the zone of driving of the external high-frequency source.
This represents the adaptivity of the system and its self-adjustment to a steady-state
stationary regime. In other words, the total action of the combination frequencies
which contribute at'the quasi-stationary frequency of oscillation of the pendulum,
performs phase adjustment of those oscillations to the most favourable phase from
energy point of view of the establishment of stationary regim. This transition process
was analyzed by writing down shortened equations sirnilir to those in (l l) aiO 1tZ;,
about a certain volum of combination components (4) and their joint solving with
(11) and (12) by numerical methods. Establishing the stationary amplitude a and
phase <pn of the se
ture. Processes re
plitude and ph a
vlues of a and gn.

It is interesting to notg that there exist t-th combination frequencies that satisfy
the equation
(16) v+/co:*ro
and fall within the bandwidth of the pendulum as an oscillating link of the system.
They "directly" affect the main pendulum oscillations, without skipping the para-
metric effect due to the reversibility of the modulation-parametric interactions. In-
deed, if only those /-th components satisfying the condition (16), i. e. /:*l - N, are
taken into account out of the entire spectrum of combination frequencies, the infi-
nite sums disappear in the expression (13) and it takes on the following form:

(l 7)

(a,r+r)<1, -r,-,]]

_- ,"+l]

{3;} 
='; 

{[',(')*', r'V, "{X (*, -*'"}

+lr,(a)+r,(,X.4 "{;i (*,-, ,"t}

In order to determine the stationary amplitllde and phase of the two compo-

nents accounted for: xr-rii = l,-" cos(cor * g,-" ) and x-r-.d : ,4-,-" cos(-crlf * q-,-" )
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Eq. (al) may be written in complex matrix forrn (see, for example, [12] for the meth-
od of complex notation):

[-,,
L0

3 Aepoxocvuuecrn rgcleanaurr..., r. l2

(t 8)

;(r-z)qo] U"(nr"ro *" r"ro)

,(o)rt*o

(oy-*'

where xi_, andx]r_rv - complex quantities. Substituting the parameters A*r-*and
g*,_" obtained from (18) into (17), the possible discrete spectrum of stationary am-
plitudes and phases of pendulum oscillation can be deterrnined from (14) and (15).

Thus, the analysis demonstrates that except the main modulation channel there
is a parametric channel of input of energy into the system. The quantitative analysis
carried out with numerical methods on the basis of Eqs. (74) and (10)-(15) showed
the following. Accounting for the presence of a modulation-parametric channel of
input of energy into the system makes the mechanism of phase selfadjustment, un-
derlying the energy exchange and the maintenance of continuous oscillations in the
system, considerably more flexible. At that, from the one hand, the discrete series of
possible steady-state amplitudes is substantially specified and, on the other hand, the
oscillations in the system demonstrate greater independence of the random changes
of the external factors, as well as of the quality factor of the oscillating link and the
amplitude of the driving force in a wide range.

Conclusion: Final discussion on the problem
under consideration and differences between
two basic cases

In the interaction between the excited system and the power
supply (external HF source) a constrain force is fornfed, which is frequency of phase
(in general-argument) modulated force. As it has been shown above, a characteristic
argument of the system can be some adaptively tuning phase, providing the most
advantageous interaction between the excited oscillating system and the high-fre-
quency power supply. These facts are caused to call the considered method of oscil-
lation excitation "argument method".

o l[*;_" I _ [:B' o l[";_" I
-<o'_llxl,_"1 [ 0 -jgt_ll"l,_,.]

*[ ait,(a) -rir,@Y-'"'l-ait,(api'- ait,(a)

P*-r"(*-'\roolu*("'ro * r-rreo )
- ilp -.r"tt* "\ro + b * -re

+ )Llo*,r"'1'nr+r)'ro -a'-,e r(ir r)'ro 

]}

* ,IV.-r"t(r-r)'po - c"*,e-j(N*r)+o 
J} 
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nsidered as partial manifestations of tne

macroscopic oscillating systems. 
ism" of excitation of periodic motions in

rties offunctioning ofthe considered class
freedom allows us to speak about certain
le formations, which are inherent in theIn the system does
e in e. in the regime
the itself begines to
the he action under

source.
tion of the system on the exciting source,
near oscillating systems to excite forced

e argument method of
in linear systems con_

the excited oscillations is also retained in
friction, and in this case the phase adap-
xcessive energy".

hanism of excitation of the pendulum in
should be additionally noted.
nown [13], which is explained by Rocar

is created at high th-e unchanging reaction against pendu_
lum motion (stop udes as a re-sut? oi * upp.lpriati.yump
in the hysteresis s urve.

ence of the solenoid inductance on the
ibrium position/:0. The periodic
m motion leads to the resonance
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Fig. l. Electrical resonance circuit periodically interaction
with an oscillating pendulum

Fig, 2. Dependence of the solenoid inductance on the
position of the ferromagnetic plate of the pendulum

the pointy:0. Since a variable current leads through the solenoid, a ponderomotive
attracting force4 which is always directed to the equilibrium position of the pendu-
lumy:0, drives the ferromagnetic plate of the pendulum. A very specific interaction
is obtained as a result.

The solenoid attracts the ferromagnetic plate, which when approaching it
changes its inductance in such away that the electric resonance circuit "goes" to a
resonance. The voltage across the resonance circuit is increased as a result of this
approach to the resonance, which causes an increase ofthe current in the solenoid
and even stronger attraction of the ferromagnetic plate. When the plate approaches
the resonance position ofy:0, the system "skips" the resonance and, due to the non-
linearity, the amplitude on the resonance circuit is changed with a jump and its value
becomes many times smaller. When the plate leaves the range y:0, the solenoid al-
ready has a stopping action on it, but it is done at much lower amplitudes of voltage
across the resonance circuit. In this way the input of energy is positive per period.
The stated process is also illustrated in Fig. 4. For example, at left - to - right pendu-
lum motion (Fig. aa) up to position y:0 the force F will have speeding action, and
later, at lr>0 - stopping action. It is seen from Fig. 3 that the pendulum is speeded
up at high voltage amplitudes (up to U-",) acro s stopped at rel-
atively small amplitudes, which do not-iiiceed nce between the
voltage amplitudes U and the driving force .F c the comparison
of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4a. Atright - to - left pendulum motion (Fig. aD the process is quite
sirnilar - the acceleration substantially exceeds the stopping action since, due to the
symmetry, on the one hand, and the dynamic duality of values, on the other hand,
the dependence of the force on the coordinate is mirror-reversed. The oscillating
pendulum motion results in useful speeding up once per period. In this way an effec-

Fig. 3. Resonance characteristic of an oscilla-
ting circuit at periodic motion of the ferro-
magnetic plate over a solenoid

tn
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. -Tltt analyticalstud_y of the represented effe-ct may be performed on the basis of
the following equation describing ihe mechanical moiion in the system:

(1e) i + 2ei+ coi siny : #{+s(:, + :,. ) + #rt, - * )i,

energy losses ofthe pendulum due to fric_
oscillations of'thependulum,ml2 is the in-

c plate mass.
value ofthe

pulse of the force, 6(ytyJ is Dirac,s delta-function. 
deromotive

As a flrrst approximafion, the solution of Eq. (19) may be r,epresented as:
(20) y:asin0,0=co/*c.

By substituting (1 9) into (20) and assumin g i : aa cos 0, 4sin0 + aAeosO = 0

da

dt
-Fa+28'1F4,

# = ^(")-r"?,

and a>yrwe obtain the following shortened equation related to the phase and ampli-
tucle ol' the pendulum oscillations:

(2r)

(22)
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where crl(a) is the frequency of pendulum oscillations, depending on its amplitude,
.- -2

B: uot! 
,

2ml'

For the estabilshed oscillations (9 =0 and 
g= g) from (21) the following so-

lutions are obtained, 
* d

(23)

(24)

The steadiness study shows that solution (23) is unsteady and solution (24) is
steady. Therefore, in order to excite continuous stationary osciilations the pendulum
should receive such an initial puls that its amplitude should be greater thin a,.wide ifJifto"ll;i"ifftrJ#:H,Xt'l"!$'-11fl::Tnf.ii*:'*t
of ex nce of continuous oscillations and transfornnations-of sig-
nals and energy, which may be provisionally grouped in the following way:

l. Transformation of the signals by frequency with high efficiency at a single
division of frequency in several ten, hundred and thousand times, which is represeit-
ed by various radio-engineering devices with a discrete series of steady-statelegimes
of oFeration, e. g. transducers of SHF oscillations to lower frequencies, high-effilien-
cy frequency dividers, oscillators in a wide frequency tange,?requency modulators
in the optical range, high-efficibncy transformers of 

-energy 
in th-e optical and near

infrar-ed range (there are powerful sources producing thisinergy) intb energ5r of the
submillimeter raqge (where there are still missing powerful sources of electiomag-
netic waves), which is needed to carry out the control processes such as the ones in a
thermonuclear reaction;

-2. Transforming the energy from one kind to another, e. g. electric energy to
mechanical, and vise-versa, which is performed by electrical and electromechanical
transformers, electrical signal generators, wave energy transducers, nontraditional
methods of transformation of thermal energy to electrical, etc.

3. Stabilization of various parameters at their change in a wide range (such as
50 to 100 to 200%o), including voltage stabilizers for micioprocessor systlrni with a
great range of permissible load changes, etc.

4. Development of new base components for computing devices,'havinga great
number of discrete steady states.

5. Intensification of various processes through special organization of argument
inter ms or wave processes, e. g. manipulationssuch emulgating non-mixable fi[uids and liquid-
Phas wave technologies.

6. Modelling of micro and macro processes lvith the methods of the classic The-
ory of Oscillations, explanation and developing of models of the processes of inter-
action of electromagnetic waves in the ionosphere and magnetosphere of the Earth,
the phenomena of gelerating powerful low-frequency waves in thl near space in the
presence of cosmic electromagnetic background, int-eraction of particles with eleo-
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tromagnetic waves in plasma medium, radio emission of the magnetospheres of the
outer planets in the Solar System, at the creation of a mega-quantum resonance-
wave model of the Solar System [4], etc.
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Brs6yx4aHe Ha,,KBaHToBaHu" TpelreHut
I{ npr,rHrlr,rr Ha o6paTr,rMocT Ha MoAynaquoHHo-
rrap aMeTpHqHr4Te B3alrMoAe trtCrnus.

Bnaduuup,\aueoe

(Pesrove)

flpe4craneno e aHaJrETr{rrHo n3cJreABane Ha rBJregtrero BB3-
6yx4alle Ha ,,KBaHTOBaHtr" Tperlrerra.f, or DreAHa roqKa xa QoprvrnpaHe Ha MoAyaa-
IltroHHo-[apaMeTpurleH KaHaJI 3a eoeKTtrBEo BJIaraHe Ha eHeprtrc B xone6aT€IHtrc
rpoqec. flo4veprana e IultpoKara nporBa rra npEHrlrrna na o6parnMocr Ha MoAy-
naqnoHHo-[apaMerpErrHETe B3arrMOAefiCTBur, QOpnaynupaH tr [peAJroxeH or aBTo-
pa. flocnegHE.sr ce Qoprraupa Ha ocrroBara Ha ,,[paBoro" n ,,o6parHoro" upeo6pa-
3yBaEe Ha cIIeKTbp oT rl3xoAHE rou6usaquoHHlr KoMrroHerrTtr B rrp[qbcrBEeTo Ea
rlapaMerplMeH HJrr{ HeJIITHeeH eJreMeHT. Ha rasu ocEoBa e rr3Be,ueHa.unHaMnKara Ha
Qoprvrupane Ha Bbrpelrrnara crpyKTypa Ha rperrreHnflTaB crrcreMa, rrpeAcraBeHa or
Maxarlo IIoA BBHrrrHo lrexoMorenno nrsAeficTBlre Ha trepHoAxrreH trgTorrHrrK. flOxa-
3aHo e, ve odpasynaHl{.sr MoAynalllroHno-rapaMerpr{qeH KaHaJr sa eQerrnnno BJra-
raHe Ha eHeprEt nprrAaBa cbrrlecrBeEa rbBKaBocr Ha caMoaAanr'rasHug MexaHtr3bM
na nr:6yxgaEe rr rroAAbpxaHe Ha rperrreHr{.fl c Bb3MOXeH AIrCKpereX pe4 yCrofi.rn-
BI,r aMnnr{Ty4u. B saxlroqurerHara AncKycEr aHaJrnrrFrHo e AeMoHcrpEpaEo, qe
nptr B3aEMOAefiCrsue Ha MaxaJro c eneKTpErreH Tpenrsul rcpbr e Bb3MoxEa nporBa-
ra Ha Apyr (acnnxponen) vexanuslu na nm6yxgaHe rr [oAAtpxaHe Ea He3arHxEa-
Irlr.r TpenTeHn[,, HO C eAHa OnpeAeneHa aMrrnrrTyAa.
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